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OUR TEAM

ABOUT
BRIDGE

VISION AND MISSION
CONNECTED EDUCATION:

EVERY LEADER, EVERY TEACHER, EVERY LEARNER
Our vision is one of an education community which is connected,
engaged and actively working together to improve the quality
of learning outcomes. Through collaboration and the sharing of
knowledge and working practice, the education community can
promote improved system performance to benefit learners. Our
mission is to provide the platforms and develop the resources that
support these goals.
BRIDGE believes that solving complex problems in education requires
the views of diverse stakeholders and that all stakeholders have a
role to play in bringing about systemic improvements in education in
South Africa. BRIDGE stakeholders include representatives from civil
society, government, funders, educational practitioners, learners,
teachers, principals, parents, research organisations, universities and
unions.
This Annual Report covers the reporting period 1st July 2015 to
31st June 2016.
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OUR BOARD

WE LINK

people in education through reflective
learning forums and an online network

HOW DOES
BRIDGE
IMPROVE
THE QUALITY OF
TEACHING AND
LEARNING
IN SA?

Margie Vorwerk

OUR BOARD 2014-2015

WE SHARE

knowledge products such as tools,
resources and learning briefs

John Gilmour

John Volmink

Teboho Mahuma

Ann Lamont

Shafika Isaacs

Samuel Isaacs

Nonhlanhla Masina

Alastair Campbell

WE SUPPORT

communities of practice that meet and
share knowledge, resources and working
practice

WE FOCUS ON
•
•
•
•
•

School Leadership
Teacher Development
Learner Support
Early Childhood Development
Information Communication Technology (ICTs)
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CHAIRPERSON’S
STATEMENT

We know that not everything that can be counted
counts, and not everything that counts can be
counted. Despite this awareness, our common
practice within the South African education
system is to relentlessly count what we have been
counting for so many years. Over time we seem
to be staggering on the brink of despair as we
keep getting the same results from our relentless
counting! Peter Drucker says, “What we measure,
will get managed!” In South Africa, however, we
tend to manage and tinker with the processes
of measurement rather than follow Kolb in the
experiential learning cycle: to do; to reflect; to
analyse; and then to plan to do things differently.
BRIDGE is an innovative and enabling force that
acknowledges system complexity and seeks to
establish what really counts in education and how
we should begin to count differently. Through
action-based research methodologies, applied
and tested within the safely held frameworks of
communities of practice, BRIDGE draws people
and ideas together. These communities of practice
maintain crystal clear focus on real, transformative
and systemic processes of active experimentation,
leading the way to realising and embedding the
goal of continuous improvement. This is vital work
in which useful and transformative knowledge
is also purposefully collated, distilled and
disseminated in accessible ways.
BRIDGE continues to be a dynamic and creative
organisation making significant impact on
the education landscape. In the past year we
welcomed two new members on to the Board
to bring real strength to our capacity for good
governance and informed guidance. They
are Nonhlanhla Masina, who brings a deep
understanding of real conditions and innovative

possibilities, and Alastair Campbell, who will help
guide the organisation in financial matters.
We are learning so much in the global village
as organisations and platforms emerge to
show patterns of exponential growth. We
need exponential growth in our country at so
many levels, and we all know that education
is undoubtedly the key lever for such growth
possibilities. BRIDGE will continue to seek ways
of triggering and enabling exponential growth,
not only within the framework of its own vision,
mission and liberating constructs, but also within
all shared platforms and partner organisations
that we serve and support.

BARBARA
DALE-JONES

Congratulations to Barbara Dale-Jones, the
outgoing CEO of BRIDGE, for all that you and
your team have achieved and for your insightful
and dedicated leadership of the organisation
over many years. Your energy, creativity, rigour
and commitment are embedded in the DNA of
BRIDGE!
Welcome Vuyiswa Ncontsa to the leadership role
at BRIDGE! Thank you for all that you bring to
BRIDGE and for taking on the wonderful challenge
of leading BRIDGE through a period of exponential
growth and impact at significant scale on the
whole education system.
As a team, we will continue to walk this road
together in pursuit of the realisation of a new
story for education in South Africa and beyond.

VUYISWA
NCONTSA

John Gilmour
BRIDGE CHAIRPERSON
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A significant period in the life of BRIDGE came to
an end when our CEO Barbara Dale-Jones moved
on to a new phase in her own professional life.
Barbara was part of the team that conceived
of and started BRIDGE in 2009, along with Ann
Lamont and John Gilmour. She helped grow
BRIDGE in its early years, and became CEO
in 2013. Under Barbara’s leadership, BRIDGE
expanded its work in various strategic directions,
including growing the numbers of communities
of practice and establishing a new vision for
knowledge management in the BRIDGE context.
Barbara has joined Dimension Data’s Global
Digital Advisory Services as Senior Digital Strategist
and Education Lead.

BRIDGE is pleased to announce that Vuyiswa
Ncontsa has been appointed as our new Chief
Executive Officer. Vuyiswa has worked in the NPO
and private philanthropy sectors in the areas of
governance and organisational development as
well as in Pre-Service teacher education. She has
also held a number of prominent positions with
ELMA Philanthropies; TEACH South Africa and
the Centre for Education Policy Development,
working in areas such as school improvement and
teacher development. Vuyiswa brings with her a
wide range of skills and expertise in programme
strategy and delivery, and grant mobilisation,
as well as in management techniques, financial
analysis and stakeholder relations.
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MESSAGE
FROM THE CEO

BRIDGE’s stated massive transformative purpose
is ‘Connected education: every leader, every
teacher, every learner’. Its goal is the improvement
of the South African education system as a whole,
and its means of achieving that goal is through
relationships. BRIDGE recognises the power of
linking together people working in education
and harnessing pockets of effective practice to
collectively change the education system in South
Africa.
The last year has seen exciting growth as BRIDGE
has increased both the numbers and geographic
reach of its communities of practice. In addition,
its work has been vital to enabling and growing an
emerging social movement through which young
leaders and teachers become agents of change.
BRIDGE’s focus on harvesting, aggregating and
sharing knowledge with its community has always
been a distinguishing feature of its work, but
targeted dissemination and public engagement
became central to the organisation’s knowledge
production cycle during this last year. How we

capture and develop knowledge and share it in
accessible and just-in-time ways is informed by
the understanding that knowledge dissemination
must be relevant and timely. This is essential if it is
to have real impact and cause change. Knowledge
products have been taken up and used extensively
across the sector, and BRIDGE is now regarded as
a key knowledge agency in education.
I’d like to thank the funders, board, staff as well
as the wider community of BRIDGE, all of whom
have contributed to the growth and impact of the
organisation. BRIDGE has become a leader in its
field, and the ripples of its impact are widely felt
across the system. Through linking and sharing,
BRIDGE continues to ensure that the whole of the
system is greater than the sum of its parts.
As BRIDGE moves forward, I wish it all the best in
achieving its mission and in ensuring that its work
is deeply meaningful and lasting.
Barbara Dale-Jones
OUTGOING CEO

WITH THANKS TO BRIDGE’S FUNDERS 2015-2016
• Anglo American Chairman’s Fund
• Anonymous Donor
• ApexHi Charitable Trust
• Barloworld
• CoZa Cares Foundation
• Deutsche Bank
• Ilifa Labantwana
• Oppenheimer Memorial Trust
• Rand Merchant Bank Fund
• SA Airlink
• Zenex Foundation
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SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

BRIDGE CORE
FUNCTIONS

BRIDGE is recognised as an organisation that collaborates
with others to deliver services, resources and products that
are useful to the education community, and that can have an
impact on practice. BRIDGE has two core functions:
• facilitating and convening reflective engagement
in communities of practice; and
• creating and sharing knowledge products.

CONVENING COMMUNITIES
OF PRACTICE

Effective leadership is the foundation of successful learning in schools.
Principals are key agents for change in the school environment and
are vital to the improvement of our nation’s schools. BRIDGE believes
in the transformative power of the principal to reshape a school, and
to this end supports and capacitates school principals in their roles as
instructional leaders.

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

Well-equipped and motivated teachers are arguably the most
important school-related factor influencing learner performance.
Understanding the challenges teachers face is vital to developing
and supporting an effective teaching force in our country. BRIDGE
is committed to capacitating educators and works with a significant
number of teachers who use our forums to reflect on practice, to learn
from each other and to share solutions.

KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

The early years of life are crucial, not only for individual health and
physical development, but also for cognitive and socio-emotional
development. ECD is prioritised in education policy in South Africa,
but its actual provision is fragmentary and functions to some extent in
competitive silos. BRIDGE’s ECD communities of practice at a national
level and in the Western Cape work to understand provision and
increase quality in this vital sector.

LEARNER SUPPORT
LEARNER
SUPPORT

EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT (ECD)

TEACHER
DEVELOPMENT

South African learners face numerous challenges, and therefore require
a diverse range of support interventions. BRIDGE facilitates learner
support, with a particular focus on Maths and Science, by helping
map various forms of provision and promoting collaboration between
providers and funders.

SCHOOL
LEADERSHIP

ICTS IN EDUCATION: A CROSS-CUTTING THEME

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

ICTs are changing how we find and process information, and the ways
in which we learn and teach. Discussion on ICTs covers considerations
of how its use affects pedagogical practice and the relationships
between learners and teachers, as well as the range of platforms,
devices and resources available. ICTs in education have both positive
potential as well as limitations; these topics play out in all areas, subject
disciplines and stages of the education process, making this focus area
a theme across all communities of practice.

Go to the Knowledge Hub on the BRIDGE website to find all our Knowledge Products and Meeting
Highlights.
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2015

BRIDGE STATS

2016

BRIDGEFOCUS
STATS
AREA:

SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

MEMBERS

3164

NATIONAL
• Principals Upfront Dialogues

3504

PROVINCIAL
• Western Cape School Leadership Community of Practice

CoP MEETINGS

60

LOCAL
• Gauteng East Principals’ Community of Practice
• Ekurhuleni North Principals’ Community of Practice
• Ekurhuleni South Principals’ Community of Practice
• Sedibeng West Principals’ Community of Practice
• Sedibeng East Principals’ Community of Practice
• Gauteng East 2 Principals’ Community of Practice
• Gauteng East 3 Principals’ Community of Practice
• Gauteng East 4 Principals’ Community of Practice
• Ekurhuleni North 2 Principals’ Community of Practice
• Ekurhuleni South 2 Principals’ Community of Practice

53

ORGANISATIONS

700

+

945

Key Trends

BENEFICIARIES

177 000+

The concept of school leadership is a key lever for enabling
school improvement. Our communities of practice explore
school leadership in all its facets, with particular emphasis
on the role of the principal and instructional leadership.

235 000+

In the leadership space the focus has been on identifying
emerging leaders and explicitly developing their skills. In a
number of forums principals have grappled with the many
dimensions of school leadership, and the challenges of
prioritising action across these dimensions.

WEBSITE VISITORS

5949

10 554

Activities

WEBSITE PAGE VIEWS

13 733

1) Local Principals Communities of Practice

36 711
932

TWITTER FOLLOWERS

2980

6443

• Thanks to the success of these CoPs, the Gauteng
Education Development Trust (GEDT) as the funding arm
of the GDE agreed to fund five new Gauteng CoPs. The first
launch took place on the 5th May 2016 for the Gauteng
East 2 group in the Etwatwa region. The principals at
the launch were eager to be part of the new CoP, having
heard about the benefits of membership from others.
Thirteen schools have been identified for this particular
CoP and BRIDGE has looked at ways to expand its footprint
so that all the schools can be visited and supported
under the initiative. Four additional CoPs have been
subsequently launched, with 10 principals per CoP from
schools that are geographically near one another, thus
having similar socio-economic challenges and demands.
In addition, GEDT has put in place a developmental
evaluation process to monitor how the new CoPs are set
up, started and what can be achieved within one year.

• The five communities of practice (CoPs) already
established in Gauteng have continued to flourish, and the
GDE has been pleased by the collaboration and sharing
of practice that has happened between schools. CoP
Principals have adopted the BRIDGE methodology of
deep reflection during the monthly sessions, and use a
collective approach to work together on common issues
and problems. In some cases, the methodology has
been extended further and shared with teachers in the
respective schools, which in turn has led to an informal
Professional Learning Community (PLC) being established.
Many principals have shared how being part of a BRIDGE
CoP has changed some of their perspectives and led
to a positive impact on how their schools operate.

FACEBOOK FANS

544

• A major achievement during 2015 was the Maths Trend
Analysis Test that was conducted with Grade 7 learners
from the Primary Schools in the Gauteng East and
Ekurhuleni North CoPs. The test was administered at the
end of the 2015 year and was aimed at identifying what
maths gaps were still prevalent in learners’ knowledge.
In the previous year, the test had been administered to
Grade 8s in high secondary schools who had been in the
primary schools of CoP members. The results of these
tests highlighted several gaps in maths learning from each
of the primary schools with all of the schools showing the
same trends. Principals then came together to develop
maths workshops for their teachers in the problematic
concepts or areas. This intervention continues to grow,
and has been discussed at District level where one District
Director wants to share the learnings and trend analysis
of the 2015 test with other schools in her district.

Principals at the launch of the new communities
of practice.
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BRIDGEFOCUS
STATS
AREA:

BRIDGEFOCUS
STATS
AREA:

SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

2) CliffCentral Leadership in Education show

4) Leadership development in Sekhukhune

• Through its partnership with CliffCentral internet radio,
BRIDGE has continued to give leaders in education a
platform for sharing their experiences, insights and
perspectives on a variety of topical issues. In addition
to critical aspects of school leadership, these have
included the benefits and challenges of school twinning,
innovative approaches to delivering quality education
in different school contexts (primary and secondary,
rural and urban, public and private), professional
development of principals and teachers, and the
introduction and use of ICTs for teaching and learning.

• In recognition of our experience in supporting school
leadership, BRIDGE has been brought in to address the
area of leadership development in the Anglo American
Rural Schools’ Programme. The primary purpose of
this project, on which BRIDGE is working in partnership
with JET Education Services and the Catholic Institute of
Education, is to effect real and lasting positive change in
the education outcomes of public schools in Sekhukhune,
Limpopo. It is a three year school strengthening
intervention that includes the following elements:

• Click here to see “Looking back, looking forward –
School Leadership perspectives”.
This review of 2015’s CliffCentral Leadership in
Education shows highlights the major themes explored
by school and education leaders who shared their
experiences and insights on a range of topics.



•
•
•
•
•

BRIDGE’s Sibongile Khumalo at CliffCentral studios.

Click here to access podcasts of all shows.

• BRIDGE is currently working with the principals of ten
Sekhukhune schools to encourage the sharing of working
practice, the maximisation of resources, the reduction of
duplication and the development of common purpose
and peer support amongst the project’s participants.
• BRIDGE publishes stories from the project on our
blog, ‘Beings @ Bridge’, in a series titled “Sekhukhune
Speaks”. The first of these details the story of Miss
Mphahlele, principal of Manku Primary School. Click here
to learn more about her inspirational experiences.

Strategic and leadership development for principals
Governance and administration
Psychosocial support
Teacher development
Engagement with stakeholders.

2015’s podcasts have confirmed the key leadership role of principals in providing
quality education, and are a rich resource of working practice. We have heard
from people with vision, people with determination and grit, who have overcome
the odds and built something of value, usually in spite of their situations. Building
on that and understanding what it is that makes a good leader and how that
practice can be replicated, is what the education system needs.
BARBARA DALE-JONES

3) Western Cape School Leadership CoP
• The Western Cape School Leadership CoP met at the
LEAP Science and Maths School in order to discuss
how to re-energise itself and expand its membership
in support of school leadership. At this meeting, Dr
Ines Meyer of UCT shared ways in which NPOs and
Higher Education Institutions could be encouraged to
work more closely with the community of practice.
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BRIDGE
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SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

3

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

NEW
CoP
5) Principals Upfront Dialogues
• Given the central role of leadership in improving
outcomes for schools and learners, BRIDGE has
developed a public seminar series called Principals
Upfront which acknowledges the contribution of
principals while exploring the roles, responsibilities and
challenges of school leadership. This new community
of practice was set up in partnership with the Matthew
Goniwe School of Leadership and Governance,
Wits School of Governance, the Catholic Institute
of Education and the Sasol Inzalo Foundation.
• The first dialogue, held in October 2015, explored how
principals themselves view their leadership role,
key challenges and ways of enhancing their leadership
capacity, including the recently developed academically
and occupationally based qualifications for principals.
• A subsequent session featured an insightful
analysis of the 2015 National Senior Certificate
statistics, which together with the hands-on
experiences of the panel of principals exposed the
complexity and severity of the issues at play.



NATIONAL
• Teacher Development Community of Practice
• Teachers Upfront Seminars
• South African Extraordinary Schools Coalition

We see good matric results as an
opportunity to change perceptions
about township schools and raise
expectations. As a township school,
we want to be seen as an equal
partner. We are in the same world,
but we have a different education
system – we lack resources, but
poverty is no reason for poor
performance.
WANDILE MAKHUBU | PRINCIPAL OF
UNITY SECONDARY SCHOOL

PROVINCIAL
• Western Cape Teacher Development
Community of Practice

• Dialogue 3 explored aspects of change in education,
from the importance of preparing learners for a fastchanging 21st century world, to the challenges faced
and overcome by school leaders in introducing new
ideas and methods in their respective schools.

The map will trace teacher development progression
stages through initial teacher education, induction, peer
learning/mentoring, leadership and management.
• Building upon this focus, the group has also convened to
discuss induction models for new teachers and explored
the ways in which principals and schools can effectively
support, develop and retain their novice teachers.

Key Trends

2) Teachers Upfront Seminars

Education researchers and reformers have frequently called
attention to the challenges encountered by novice teachers
in schools; and yet, despite awareness of these hurdles, few
schools offer the kind of support, guidance and orientation
for new employees provided by induction and mentorship
programmes. A further concern is continuous professional
development for teachers. It is critical for veteran and novice
teachers alike to have ongoing and regular opportunities
to learn from each other. Both these areas in teacher
development were explored in BRIDGE’s Teachers Upfront
seminars and by the Teacher Development Community of
Practice.

• The role of collective learning in professional
development was discussed in a seminar on Creating
and Sustaining Communities of Practice (CoPs) and
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). Speakers
and participants reflected on what it takes to establish
CoPs and PLCs and what they require to thrive, and
explored their myriad benefits and impacts.

Activities
1) Teacher Development Community of
Practice
• The National Teacher Development CoP’s main focus in
this period has been Teacher Development Pathways:
what are the stages and who is doing what? The CoP
has taken its first steps towards mapping pathways for
teacher development for new and experienced teachers.

• The seminar on Mentoring Novice Teachers involved
critical dialogue around the mentoring and support
of teachers who are new to the profession. The
meeting aimed to open up discussion around the
disjuncture between the expectations of schools
receiving new teachers and the expectations
and needs of beginner teachers.
• Stories of successful schools in the South African education
system provided the impetus for another highlight session
in the series, in which creative school leadership and
teacher development interventions were explored.

Each seminar is followed by a BRIDGE article on the content published by the Mail & Guardian.
View News and Media on the BRIDGE website to access these articles.

Dialogue 3 – Panellists, Programme
Director and Keynote Speaker Dr Nic Spaull
16
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BRIDGE
STATS
FOCUS
AREA:

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

3) Pre-Service Teacher Development
Community of Practice
• The National Pre-Service Teacher Development
Community of Practice (CoP), established in June 2015,
is a networking and collaborative advocacy group of
schools and organisations involved in implementing
alternative Pre-Service teacher education and induction
programmes. One innovation is the emergence of
school-based internships where student teachers
are paired with experienced teachers and placed
in schools during their studies towards a BEd or
PGCE qualification through distance learning.
• A Pre-Service Internship and Induction Task Team has
evolved from the Pre-Service Teacher Development CoP.
The team focuses on developing the distance learning
internship approach with the aim of establishing it as an
accepted (and funded) method of teacher development.
This CoP is yet another example of collaboration
between different organisations with shared aims.

3

4) South African Extraordinary Schools Coalition
(SAESC)

Here is what some of our members have said;






TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

• The first Axis Education Summit took place at Lebone II College in
July 2015 and was a notable achievement for the SAESC. The Summit
consisted of four consecutive events: the Aspiring Teachers Summit,
the Leadership Summit, the Axis Education Forum and the quarterly
meeting of the South African Extraordinary Schools Coalition.
The Summit brought together learners, teachers, school leaders,
academics and citizens invested in educational transformation in
South Africa and further afield. Participants engaged in dynamic
conversations and conceptualised creative platforms and initiatives
to drive education transformation in South Africa and abroad.

The goal of this CoP is to nurture our
common purpose while celebrating
our different contexts. Innovation
can come from combining current
practices in new ways.

With the right theory of change
we can start a social movement
that can draw thousands of young
people to the teaching profession
and challenge negative assumptions
about teaching as a profession. By
growing alternative approaches to
teacher development, we can help
young leaders themselves become
agents of change who will have
positive impacts on our education
system.

• Another innovation from the SAESC is the Extraordinary Leaders
Development Programme (ELDP), developed by a task team
made up of Coalition teachers, leaders and partners. The ELDP
is a nine-month leadership development programme offered
to emerging leaders, with the aim of building a community
of Coalition leaders. The programme takes an individualised
approach to addressing personal and professional development
and includes online coursework. Participants are mentored by
an experienced SAESC school leader in a two-week residency at a
SAESC member school. The ELDP will be piloted in 2016/2017.
• In other meetings, participants shared working instructional practices
and tools, and gained new insights into transformational leadership.
Coalition members also considered the unique interests and
struggles of Pre-Service educators and thought about how they could
build a community of practice to serve the needs of intern teachers.

Watch the official Summit
video here.



I will always appreciate
the non-hierarchy of the
Coalition, as all voices are
valued which allows for the
opportunity to learn from a
diverse group of people no
matter their position.
NOLOYISO LANGE, TEACHER

This CoP can help us create platforms
rather than work as separate entities,
which in turn will give us a stronger
and more coherent voice in any
negotiations.

18
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BY THE BEGINNING OF 2016, THE COALITION MEMBERSHIP HAD GROWN AS FOLLOWS:

FOCUS AREA:

EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT (ECD)

NATIONAL
• ECD Community of Practice
PROVINCIAL
• Western Cape ECD Community of Practice

Key Trends
A key purpose of the ECD CoP is to keep its members
informed about both national debates and local initiatives.
This year we have achieved these goals through actively
engaging with ECD policy developments, and through
hosting a varied range of inputs in ECD CoP meetings.

LEARNERS

Most exciting for BRIDGE has been the roll-out and
implementation of the ECD Quality Toolkit Pilot Project,
which has been in the works since early 2015. The pilot
represents an example of the power of collaboration
through communities of practice. This was evident in
both the design process for the Reflection Tool and in the
partnerships in the implementation process. The selfreflection approach and appreciative enquiry model which
underpins the pilot methodology has also enriched BRIDGE’s
own understanding of educational interventions. We are
grateful for the funding received from Ilifa Labantwana,
ApexHi Charitable Trust and Deutsche Bank.

Learners registered
to write matric



Activities
• Policy continued to take centre stage with the release of
the National Integrated Policy for ECD in December
2015. The ECD Policy represents a commitment by
the South African government to make quality ECD
services universally available to young children. The
ECD CoP has committed to engaging with the policy as
a collective to strengthen its role as a lead supporter of
government in the implementation of the Policy. BRIDGE
has produced a helpful overview of the ECD Policy, which
breaks down the policy and highlights the key points.
• Another step towards formalising practitioner training
has been taken with the registration by SAQA of the
Occupational Certificate: ECD Practitioner (Level 4),
to which BRIDGE’s ECD CoP has contributed in a number
of ways. The group submitted a collective response
on the qualification when it was released for public
comment. The ETDP SETA was invited to provide an
update to the sector on implementation plans for the
qualification, and next steps relating to accreditation,
learning materials, cost implications and other matters
were discussed. Click here for the presentation.

Participating in ECD Community of
Practice meetings has a positive
impact on my work, which, in turn,
has a ripple effect in the communities
I work with on the ground.
ECD PRACTITIONER & COP MEMBER

68%

matric students took
Core Maths
View the SAESC website

61%

matric students took
Physical Science
20
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FOCUS AREA:

FOCUS AREA:

EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT (ECD)

• Quality in ECD is always a central concern in the sector.
CoP members have continued to focus on this issue
with action-driven work through BRIDGE’s ECD Quality
Toolkit Pilot Project, an innovative collaboration
between BRIDGE and nine ECD partner organisations.
The ECD Quality Reflection Tool was developed by the
CoP through an iterative and flexible approach whereby
a number of forums provided input and feedback on

EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT (ECD)

the Tool. The purpose of the Tool is to help practitioners
think about quality ECD provision in practice, in terms
of the environment, teaching and learning, leadership
and management and the policy framework. The pilot
process kicked off in early 2016 with the training of
the pilot mediators. The mediators then implemented
the Tool at 21 ECD sites across 6 provinces and a
range of contexts, as shown in the map below.

• Each CoP meeting also featured the work of a
particular ECD organisation. These presentations
are all detailed in the Meeting Highlights of this
period, available on the Knowledge Hub.

• Submission of data from the pilot implementation
phase for analysis is in process. The pilot findings
will be disseminated in late 2016 and will inform a
subsequent phase where the tools and processes will be
refined and made openly and widely accessible to the
sector. Click here for an overview of the Pilot Project.
• BRIDGE’s work on mapping the sector continues,
with an updated map of existing Early Childhood
Development Resource and Training Organisations
(RTOs) which provides a data-driven foundation for

increased alignment, co-ordination of efforts, reduction
of duplication and closing of gaps in the ECD training
sector. The map currently provides up-to-date information
on the size, scope, capacity and distribution of ECD
Resource and Training Organisations in Gauteng,
Western Cape, Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal. The
intention is to map ECD RTOs across all nine provinces
in South Africa. The data collected thus far has been
uploaded onto Google Maps, as shown here.

22

• The Western Cape ECD CoP continues to share working
practice and link to the work of the National ECD CoP. The
CoP is led by a BRIDGE Champion, who provides updates
on the WC ECD CoP at National ECD CoP meetings, and
vice versa to ensure that there is deliberate sharing of
knowledge between national and provincial levels. The
WC ECD CoP brought together a core group of ECD
stakeholders who have formulated a set of principles to
guide the CoP. These include consistency in the group,
willingness to be vulnerable, confidentiality, openness
and honesty. The group has also discussed topics such
as the ECD Audit, the Inclusive Education Tool, the
Child Gauge and the ECD Practitioner Qualification.
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FOCUS AREA:

FOCUS AREA:

LEARNER SUPPORT

NATIONAL
• Maths and Science Community of Practice
• Post-school Access Community of Practice
• Monitoring and Evaluation Community of Practice
PROVINCIAL
• Western Cape Learner Support Community of Practice

LEARNER SUPPORT

between them, to assist young people in a range of
circumstances to make appropriate choices. Its broad
perspective makes it relevant to a wide range of users,
including learners currently in school or post-school
institutions, young people who have dropped out of
formal education, parents, teachers and career advisors.
Visit the Post-School Access Map at
http://bit.ly/Postschoolmap.

Key Trends
The Learner Support group of CoPs focuses on a range of
different fields, from maths and science teaching strategies
to trends in the design of monitoring and evaluation models.
This focus area achieved a major milestone with the
finalisation and launch of the Post-School Access Map, the
development of which has occupied BRIDGE and the CoP
members since 2014. BRIDGE is proud to host a practical and
useful resource which will support those who need help in
deciding on further study and work opportunities.



A
We’re here to launch the map, but
we’re also here to celebrate multistakeholder collaboration.
ZARINA KHAN, FACILITATOR AT THE
LAUNCH OF BRIDGE’S POST-SCHOOL
ACCESS MAP

Activities

3) Monitoring and Evaluation Community of
Practice

• A major focus in this period was on the teaching of
mathematics, in terms of challenges identified and
strategies for improvement. The CoP discussed and
explored approaches such as those used in the Gauteng
Primary Literacy and Maths Strategy (GPLMS), in which
detailed lesson plans and coaching support aim to improve
pedagogy in maths teaching. A collaborative framework
for teaching maths which has come out of one of the
First Rand Foundation Maths Chair’s projects was also
discussed in detail, with CoP participants considering how
to use or adapt this framework in their own contexts.

• A vital first step in the design of an M&E model in a project
intervention is to establish a baseline in respect of the
functionality of a school. CoP members explored what the
term ‘school functionality’ means, and how this can be
measured. BRIDGE shared its development of an easyto-use School Profile Guide which can be viewed here.

• A second area of interest was the use of online support
for maths and science teachers. A presentation from
Siyavula focused on how findings from the field of
cognitive science informed the design of an adaptive
practice service for Mathematics Grades 8-12 and
Physical Sciences Grades 10-12. The potential impact of
BRIDGE
ResourceResources (OERs) was discussed in the
Open Education
context of a presentation by CoZa Cares on how they
are using partnerships to source, curate and deliver
OERs to advance teaching and learning in South Africa.

• The CoP also discussed what constitutes quality in
monitoring and evaluation. The Zenex Foundation
presented guidelines on developing useful evaluations,
and the monitoring elements and tools for the National
Education Collaboration Trust (NECT) Project to Improve
Learning Outcomes (PILO) project were shared.

Focus on
Teacher
Development

Cool IT Repositories for teachers

• Another key theme of the speakers and discussions
at this CoP has been the exploration of promising
practises for building sustainable partnerships
between business and TVET colleges. Collaboration
of this kind can improve the quality, relevance and
effectiveness of courses offered and training delivered.

Resources, courses, networks, apps
and more!
Intel Teach

1) Post-school Access Community of Practice
• This CoP has been working consistently on BRIDGE’s
Post-School Access Map, and its efforts provide an
example of what collaboration on a concrete product
can achieve. Developed by the Post-school Access CoP’s
task team with the help of post-school expert Suzanne
Hattingh, and with funding and conceptual support from
the Zenex Foundation, this comprehensive web-based
resource provides information and practical guidelines
on the various options available to young people for
further study, training and entry to the world of work.
It describes the unique value and benefits of each of
the four main learning pathways, as well as the links

2) Maths and Science Community of
Practice

TESSA

Zibuza.net

Here is a collection of free and open online
teaching, collaboration and engagement
platforms used by the education community
in South Africa.
It offers access to 6 repositories, mostly used



IT
repositories
for Teachers

TVETs have got to work with industry.
We have to keep a dual paradigm
of what is happening out there and
what is happening in our training
institutions.

Microsoft
Educators
Community

Google for
Education

SHANITA ROOPNARAIN OF SSACI
Microsoft
Partners in
Learning

This
is a collection
free and open online
at thetool
basic education
level with aof
brief
description and
link to each initiative.
Itsengagement
teaching,
collaboration
and
purpose is to share a range of online teaching
platforms
used by the education community
and learning platforms with the education
incommunity,
South Africa.
It highlights 6 platforms
particularly teachers.
used in South Africa and aims at making this
The selection is drawn from organisations
information
more accessible to teachers.
that participate in BRIDGE’s Teacher
Development Community of Practice, and is a
Click
tomeeting
go toinCool
IT Repositories
producthere
of a CoP
November
2016
which focused on Online Professional
Teacher Development Resources (November
2016).

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Licence

BRIDGE Quick Resource
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NEW
INITIATIVES
NEW
BLOG

NEW
CoP
Donor Collaboration Community of Practice
A new community of practice for funders was started
in 2015, with BRIDGE’s convening and knowledge
management role was initially funded by the Old Mutual
Foundation. Participants have included the Zenex
Foundation, IBM, the Vodacom Foundation, Barloworld
Educational Trust, the Shanduka Foundation, the Kagiso
Trust and Adopt-A-School Foundation. The funders involved
have continued to work together in 2016 and have been
sharing:
•
•
•
•

Grantmaking approaches
Evolution of strategies
Partnership dynamics
Evaluation evidence (moving from anecdotal
to evidence-based engagement).
Discussions in this CoP helped inform BRIDGE’s work

Beings@BRIDGE: A Blog
on a framework for funder collaboration, which was
commissioned by the Zenex Foundation as part of its role
in the Seeding Collaboration group of IPASA (Independent
Philanthropy Association of South Africa, previously the
PPC). Barbara Dale-Jones attended the IPASA Conference
held in Cape Town in November 2015, where she presented
Learning and Working Together: A Framework for Donor
Collaboration and facilitated a discussion on types and
degrees of collaboration between donors and social
investors with conference participants. The framework is
graphically represented below.
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In the development world, stories are the lifeblood of our
profession. It is the people whose lives have intersected
with ours that define our work, and through those
relationships we endeavour to positively influence our
communities. Beings@BRIDGE, BRIDGE’s new blogging
platform, turns the spotlight on the human interest stories
at the heart of the organisation’s most exciting projects.
As its name suggests, the blog is a space where the
beneficiaries, partners and stakeholders we work with can
tell their own stories, in their own words. The blog features
change stories, stories of innovation and collaboration and
insights into the communities we work with.

One example is a story from the South African
Extraordinary Schools Coalition, a community of practice
that is run by BRIDGE and is made up of school leaders
and teachers from a group of 21 schools around South
Africa that define themselves as ‘impact schools’. Impact
schools are high-quality, achievement-orientated schools
that provide disadvantaged learners across South Africa
with affordable access (low fee or non-fee) to high-quality
learning that prepares them for success in higher education
and the world of work.
Beings@BRIDGE profiled school leader Phadiela Cooper,
a long-time member of the Coalition and principal of the
Centre of Science and Technology (COSAT). In a blog writeup, Phadiela spoke to BRIDGE about how the Coalition
contributed towards a positive impact in her school. To read
Phadiela’s story and others on Beings@BRIDGE, click here.
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Trialogue subsequently profiled the
funder collaboration framework at the
2016 Trialogue conference and Barbara
Dale-Jones took part in a panel discussion
focused on collaboration.
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PARTNERING
THROUGH SERVICE
PROVISION
Here are some highlights from this reporting period.

PARTNERING WITH WITS SCHOOL OF
GOVERNANCE ON THE FREF/FRF PROJECT
In partnership with the Wits School of Governance (WSG),
BRIDGE was awarded a short-term strategic research
project by Tshikululu on behalf of the FirstRand Foundation
(FRF) and the FirstRand Empowerment Fund (FREF). The
research brief was to investigate ‘strengthening school
leadership-teacher-parent relationships to achieve positive
education outcomes for learners’. WSG and BRIDGE took a
‘deep dive’ approach into different facets of the education
landscape, in order to identify systemic levers and how best
to maximise a return on investment in this area. The aim was
to advise FREF and FRF on strategies for this aspect of social
investment.

WORKING WITH VVOB TO EVALUATE
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES

PROVIDING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO
WITS SCHOOL OF GOVERNANCE

WORKING WITH RMB AND THEIR MLDP
BENEFICIARIES

Another noteworthy partnership for BRIDGE in the last year
has been that with the Flemish Association for Development
Cooperation and Technical Assistance (VVOB). This
organisation has been advancing the Department of Basic
Education’s work in establishing and supporting Professional
Learning Communities (PLCs) in schools as a Continuous
Professional Teacher Development (CPTD) tool. In its effort
to implement the Integrated Strategic Planning Framework
for Teacher Education and Development (ISPFTED), the
DBE requires the creation of PLCs for educators. BRIDGE
was commissioned to evaluate the effectiveness of these
PLCs, in particular those in the Lejweleputswa district in the
Free State. In partnership with Benita Williams Evaluation
Consultants, BRIDGE is working to strengthen the Monitoring
and Evaluation (M&E) skills of provincial and district
specialists working with these PLCs, as well as to evaluate the
implementation of PLCs in the region.

BRIDGE provides knowledge management services on an
ongoing basis to the Wits School of Governance and its
partners to produce knowledge products from the O R
Tambo Debates and the Development Dialogues hosted by
WSG. Events in both series cover a range of topical issues in
the development space.

In January 2016, BRIDGE was requested by Rand Merchant
Bank (RMB) to provide facilitation and knowledge
management services for a convening of its Maths
Leadership and Development Programmes (MLDP). The
workshop 2016 brought together representatives from
diverse MLDP programmes to explore commonalities across
their projects. BRIDGE reported on shared interests and
potential future collaborations between these providers.

DEVELOPING KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS FOR
THE NECT
BRIDGE produced a research report and a set of Guidelines
for Social Investors in Maths and Science for the National
Education Collaboration Trust during this reporting period.

SUPPORTING THE GAUTENG DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION (GDE) ON TWINNING
SCHOOLS

The research focused on mapping school governance
systems to define boundaries and identify ‘to scale’
innovation possibilities. An initial mapping process was
followed by scenario planning with school communities,
exploring a number of future pathways to better learning
for all in South Africa. Re-perceiving the system through this
process has led to the identification of innovations that it is
believed will enable school governance systems to influence
teaching and learning more effectively.
In June 2016, Barbara Dale-Jones (BRIDGE) and Professor
Anne Mc Lennan (WSG) presented this work at the RISE
(Research on Improving Systems of Education) Programme
Annual Conference at the Blavatnik School of Government in
Oxford, UK.

The GDE’s School Twinning Programme is an initiative of the
GDE MEC for Education, Mr Panyaza Lesufi, and is one of the
change levers of the GDE’s Re-organisation of Schools (RoS)
strategy. Mr Lesufi is keen for schools to share resources
and skills, with the ultimate aim of improving learners’
performance. The Zenex Foundation is responsible for
Project Management in this exciting and innovative initiative,
working with Benita Williams Evaluation Consultants (BWEC)
and BRIDGE. BRIDGE’s role in conducting regular facilitated
sessions between various stakeholders helps create the
opportunity for dialogue, sharing and re-thinking action.

FACILITATING PARTNER CIRCLES FOR
AFRIKA TIKKUN

BRIDGE provided facilitation and knowledge management
services to Afrika Tikkun (whose slogan ‘Cradle to Career’
aptly describes its work in the social development space)
through facilitating a series of workshops with partners and
donors to explore strategic options.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 2016

Statement of Comprehensive Income

Note(s)

2016
R

2015
R

Note(s)

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

2

59 481

77 275

Current Assets
Funds and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

3
4

442 983
4 960 439

275 864
3 022 354

5 403 422

3 298 218

5 462 903

3 375 493

1 234 217

392 545

189 403
4 039 283

235 328
2 747 620

4 228 686

2 982 948

5 462 903

3 375 493

Total Assets

Revenue
Employee costs recovered
Operating expenses

7
8

Operating surplus
Investment revenue

9
11

2016
R
6 883 072
3 251 563
(9 519 838)

2015
R
4 439 654
1 817 314
(5 962 954)

614 797
226 875

294 014
96 318

Surplus for the year
Other comprehensive income

841 672
-

390 332
-

Total comprehensive surplus for the year

841 672

390 332

Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Retained surplus

BRIDGE INNOVATION IN LEARNING ORGANISATION (NPC)
(REGISTRATION NUMBER 2009/024836/08)
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Deferred grants received
Total Equity and Liabilities

6
5

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Note(s)

2016
R

2015
R

1 723 668
226 875

2 178 059
96 318

1 950 543

2 274 377

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Interest income

13

Net cash from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment

2

Total cash movement for the year
Cash at the beginning of the year
Total cash at end of the year
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4

(12 458)

(66 715)

1 938 085
3 022 354

2 207 662
814 692

4 960 439

3 022 354
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